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Abstract 
In this paper, the damped forced vibration of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) is analyzed using a new shear deformation beam theory. The SWCNTs are modeled as a flexible beam on viscoelastic foundation embedded in the thermal environment and subjected to a transverse dynamic load. The equilibrium equations are formulated by the new shear deformation beam theory which is accompanied with higher-order nonlocal strain gradient theory where the influences of both stress nonlocality and strain gradient size-dependent effects are taken into account. In this new shear deformation beam theory, there is no need to use any shear correction factor and also the number of unknown variables is the only one that is similar to the Euler-Bernoulli beam hypothesis. The governing equations are solved by utilizing an analytical approach by which the maximum dynamic deflection has been obtained with simple boundary conditions. To validate the results of the new proposed beam theory, the results in terms of natural frequencies are compared with the results from an available well-known reference. The effects of nonlocal parameter, half-wave length, damper, temperature and material variations on the dynamic vibration of the nanotubes, are discussed in detail.
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1. Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are allotropes of carbon with a cylindrical nanostructure; they are the first generation of the nano products that were discovered in 1991 [1]. The CNTs are made of twisted graphite sheets with a honeycomb-like structure. These nanotubes are very long and thin and also are stable, resistant, and flexible structures [2]. If the CNT only contains a pipe of graphene, it is called a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT), and if it contains multiple rolled layers of graphene (concentric tubes), it is called a multi-wall carbon nanotube (MWCNT) [3-4]. The SWCNT is remarkably strong and hard [5], excellent in conducting electric current and directing heat [6-8], which has led to the wide use of these materials in the electronics industry, and one useful application is in the development of the first intermolecular field-effect transistors [9-10]. The MWCNT has many potential applications, from waterproof and tear resistant cloth fabrics, concrete and steel like applications based on the property of strength, electrical circuits based on the property of electrical conductivity, sensors based on the property of thermal conductivity, vacuum proof food packaging, and even as a vessel for delivering drugs. The carbon nanotube promises a bright future in cellular experiments because they can be used as nano-pipes to distribute very small volumes of fluid or gas into living cells or on surfaces [11-13].
These are nanostructures that are unique in their size, shape, and remarkable physical properties. To exploit the industrial amazing properties of nanostructures, it can be highly recommended that their mechanical behavior and properties should be investigated. In recent years, these intriguing mechanical properties have sparked much excitement and a large amount of studies by researchers around the world has been dedicated to their understanding.  Malikan et al. [14] studied the nonlinear stability of bi-layer graphene nanoplates subjected to shear and thermal forces in a medium using nonlocal elasticity theory and numerical solutions. In addition, Malikan investigated the stability of a micro sandwich plate with graphene coating using the refined couple stress theory [15] and buckling of graphene sheets subjected to nonuniform compression based on the four-variable plate theory using an analytical approach [16]. Yang et al. [17] examined the natural frequency of nonlinear free vibration of polymer composite beams reinforced with graphene nanoplatelets. Ansari et al. [18] studied coupled natural frequency analysis of post stability functionally graded micro/nanobeams on the basis of the strain gradient theory. Wang et al. [19] presented exact modes for post stability characteristics of nonlocal nanobeams in a longitudinal magnetic field. Analytical solutions for thermal vibration of nanobeams were studied by Jiang and Wang [20]; in this study, the Euler beam was modeled using nonlocal elasticity theory, and the beam was subjected to axial thermal forces. Xiang et al. [21] used nonlocal elasticity theory for studying nonlinear free vibration of double-walled carbon nanotubes based on Timoshenko beam theory. Li and Hu [22] presented buckling analysis of size-dependent nonlinear beams using nonlocal strain gradient theory. Guo et al. [23] developed a lower-order nonlocal strain gradient theory for evaluating vibration of nanobeams. The vibration of thermally post-buckled carbon nanotube-reinforced composite beams resting on elastic foundations was examined by Shen et al. [24]. Beni et al. [25] studied the vibration of shell nanotubes using nonlocal strain gradient theory and molecular dynamics simulation; in this study, a lower-order nonlocal strain gradient theory combining with first-order shear plate theory was adopted in order to obtain governing equations. Wang et al. [26] presented the nonlinear vibration of carbon nanotubes placed on the visco-Pasternak foundation under excitation frequency by nonlocal continuum theory. Chaudhari and Lal [27] investigated the nonlinear free vibration of elastically nanotubes reinforced composite beams resting on elastic foundation in thermal environment. They used higher-order shear deformation beam theory in conjunction with finite element models. The electro-mechanical vibration of single-walled nanotubes considering piezoelectric effects has been studied by Kheibari and Beni [28]. They modeled nanotubes as a thin shell model with the help of couple stress theory and then the governing equations were solved using Kantorovich method. Malekzadeh et al. [29] introduced a pre-twisted functionally graded (FG) carbon nanotube reinforced composite beam exposed to a vibrational condition based on the higher-order shear deformation theory of beams by considering the temperature dependence of material properties and the initial thermal stresses. The SWCNTs with several distributions reinforced the square FG-beam in thermal environment was considered and the Reddy’s third-order shear deformation beam theory was employed to derive governing equations. Jiang et al. [30] analyzed the forced vibration of SWCNTs using molecular dynamics simulation based on one and three-segment Timoshenko beam models. Chang [31] studied the stochastic dynamics behavior of SWCNTs with random material properties resting on a nonlinear damper and subjected to an axial magnetic field without using any dynamics load. The nonlocal elasticity theory was applied to take small scale effects into consideration. The Monte Carlo simulation, Galerkin’s and the multiple scale methods were utilized to predict the response of nonlinear governing equations which were derived from the Hamilton's principle. Jiang and Wang [32] studied the vibration of double-walled carbon nanotubes bridged on a silicon substrate and the nanotubes were modeled with Timoshenko beam model. Ren et al. [33] modeled nanotubes as functionally graded porous beams under free vibrational conditions. They used a two-variable refined beam theory combined with the nonlocal strain gradient theory to formulate size-dependent influences. Navier solution method was adopted to solve the frequency equation and the most significant results revealed that the presence of porosity could increase or decrease the natural frequency based on the grading index values. There have also been many valuable research in which carbon nanotubes have been investigated in several conditions [34-42]. 
In this theoretical work, a new shear deformation beam theory developed by reducing the unknown variables from a regenerated first-order shear deformation theory is used for the vibration analysis of a single-walled carbon nanotube. The single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) is modeled as an elastic beam resting on a viscoelastic foundation in thermal environment and subjected to the transverse dynamic harmonic load in order to evaluate excitation frequencies and thermo-vibrational behavior. Both stress nonlocality and strain gradient size-dependent influences are examined by using a higher-order nonlocal strain gradient theory. Furthermore, Navier’s analytical approach is employed to solve the frequency equations by assuming simply-supported boundary conditions for both ends of the beam. The results obtained by the new theory are validated against the results available in literature.
2. Mathematical modelling
Fig. 1 displays a realistic model for a SWCNT resting on a viscoelastic foundation in a thermal environment subjected to the uniform transverse harmonic dynamic load. The tube has the length L, diameter d and thickness h parallel to x and z-axes of the right-hand coordinate system, respectively.
Heretofore, many methods have been used for investigation of mechanical behavior of beams. The simplest theory for analysis of beams is the classical hypothesis which is based on Euler-Bernoulli’s assumptions that the influences of transverse shear deformation are not taken into account. In this theory, it is assumed that during deformation, the cross section of the beam is to remain planar and normal to the deformed axis of the beam. This covered the case for small deflections of a beam that are subjected to lateral loads only and it is an appropriate theory to study thin beams (Euler-Bernoulli beam). However, due to the regardless of the shear and transverse strains along the thickness, using this beam theory is accompanied with errors in predicting the deformation or transient response of the beam in moderately thick and thick beams (Timoshenko’s beam). In order to reduce this error in the analysis of relatively thick beams, another theory known as shear deformation one was introduced. In this theory, it is assumed that during deformation, there is a rotation between the cross section and the deformed axis of the beam as the transverse shear effects are taken into consideration. Although these shear deformation theories could produce reasonable results in the analysis of moderately thick beams, they are still not close to exact results due to the non-consideration of the effect of transverse strains (εz=0). The shear deformation theory is accompanied with a serious error for which the shear correction factor has been used. This means that the shear stress along the thickness of the beam is assumed to be constant, which is not realistic. To overcome this problem and to achieve the accuracy in predicting the beam behavior, a new first-order shear deformation beam theory has been introduced. According to the first-order shear deformation theory, the displacement field at any material point in the beam could be defined as follows [14]:
                                                                                                                                      (1a-c)


Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the single-walled carbon nanotube resting on the viscoelastic matrix in a thermal environment and subjected to a transverse harmonic load)
In Eq. (1), the vector quantities of the neutral axis at directions of x and z are u and w, respectively. Furthermore, for defining of the swirl of beam elements around the x axis, φ is used. First of all, the simple first-order shear deformation theory (S-FSDT) is recalled where the deflection parameter could be expressed as follows [43-45]:
                                                                                                                                                     (2)
On the other hand, the rotation parameter was developed as follows:
                                                                                                                                                                            (3)
Substituting the parameters in Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1) the displacement field of the simple first-order shear deformation theory is rewritten [15-16, 43-45]:
                                                                                                                               (4a-b)
Expressing might not be conceptual; therefore, the S-FSDT could be refined in the following equations:
                                                                                                                               (5a-b)
So, the bending deflection could be used to find the value of ws:
                                                                                                                                                                  (6a-b)
After calculating Eq. (6) from Eq. (4), the stresses could be harvested, and then by substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (7) the S-FSDT stress resultants could now be presented as follows:
                                                                                                                                                           (7a-b)
The fourth equation of FSDT’s governing equations could be used in order to obtain ws from wb:
                                                                                                                                                                            (8)
Now by imposing Eq. (8) into the stress resultants of Eq. (7):
                                                                                                                                                            (9)
By integrating Eq. (9) with respect to x and then simplifying, the shear deflection could now be obtained as follows:
                                                                                                                                                                    (10)
Term B is explained below:
                                                                                                                                                            (11)
Where G represents the shear modulus, E is the Young’s modulus, Ic denotes the moment of area of the cross-section, A is the cross-sectional area and ν is the Poisson’s ratio for isotropic nanobeams. Eventually, the new beam theory could be achieved as:
                                                                                       (12a-b)
Using Hamilton’s principle, the potential energy in the whole domain of the beam (V) is made available and is written in the variational form as follows [20, 46]: 
                                                                                                                                                      (13)
In which δS is the variation of strain energy, and for the variation of kinetic energy δT has been allocated and δV is the variation of works, which are done by external forces. The strain energy by variational formulation could be calculated:
                                                                                                                                                             (14)
The strain tensor in Eq. (14) is expanded as follows:
                                                                                           (15a-b)
In which α is the thermal expansion coefficient and ∆T is the thermal changes across the thickness of the nanobeam (∆T=T2-T1, T1=300K-room temperature). The kinetic energy of the beam could be calculated as [20, 46]:
                                                                                                                           (16)
So the kinetic energy in the variational form could be expanded in the following form:
                                                                 (17)
In which ρ, m0 , and Imare the volumetric mass density, sectional density and mass moment of inertia, respectively. With applying the variational formulation (δV=0) the nonlinear governing equation of motion is derived as follows:
                                                                                                                                                                                                     (18)
In which Mx, Qx, and Nx are nonlocal stress resultants, respectively. Here, the quantityis the resultant with respect to the axial applied in-plane force. According to the higher-order nonlocal strain gradient theory, the following equation is employed [47-50]:

                                                                                                                                                                                                     (19)
Where μ0, μ1, and l are lower and higher-order nonlocality factors and strain gradient length scale characteristic, respectively. Furthermore, a is an interior determined length. The Eq. (19) could be easily converted into other forms of nonlocal theory as follows:  
Lower-order nonlocal strain gradient theory:
                                                                                     (20)
a)	Eringen’s nonlocal elasticity theory:
                                                                                                                                    (21)
b)	A model without stress nonlocality:
                                                                                                                                 (22)
By using higher-order nonlocal strain gradient theory and applying it on the stress resultants, the following equation is obtained:
                                                                          (23)
The stress resultants in local form are specified by relations below:
                                                                                                                                                          (24a-b)
Now, substituting Eq. (15) into the Eq. (24) the stress resultants could be expressed as follows:
                                                                                                                                                       (25a-b)
The in-plane thermal force which is obtained from the axial thermal strain as follows:
                                                                                                                                                            (26)
Then, the Eq. (23) is used to rewrite the stress resultants in higher-order nonlocal forms:
                                                   (27a)
                                                      (27b)
Now, by incorporating Eq. (27) and using Eq. (26) and inserting them into Eq. (18), the thermal forced vibration equation could be acquired.
When the mechanical behavior of nanobeams is studied, the beam could be deployed on a base as an impressive stability factor. In this paper, the Pasternak elastic foundation was initially used but by examining the vibrational problem, the viscous matrix was later added to the Pasternak medium in order to take into account the damper effects for the foundation. Indeed, the effect of damping should be considered in the foundation whilst the beam was undergoing dynamic loads. For this purpose, the Visco-Pasternak foundation was introduced as an external force which is defined as follows [46]: 
                                                                                                                            (28)
In which kG, kw, and Cd are shear modulus, stiffness modulus and damper coefficient in viscoelastic matrix, respectively.

3. Analytical approach
In order to apply the simple boundary condition and solve the stability equation, the Navier’s solution is employed. Using this method, the displacement field and potential functions could be expanded in the following form [50]:
                                                                                                                     (29)
In which W0mn is the displacement quantity, m is the half-wave number and ωn denotes the natural frequency related to intrinsic properties of the system such as mass and stiffness. In this paper, it is assumed that the dynamic load is distributed uniformly and acted harmonically (Fig. 1); that could be taken in the form of the following expression [51]:
                                                                                                                                  (30a)
                                                                                        (30b)
In which qm is the Fourier coefficient, q0 is the uniform load amplitude, x0 is the centroid of the uniform load, c is the length of the distributed load and ωex is the excitation frequency, respectively. 
Substituting Eq. (30) into the equation of motion, the algebraic equation is obtained as:
                                                                                   (31)
where is the excitation to natural frequency ratio. 
For convenience, the following parameters are used in order to obtain a non-dimensional equation.
                                 (32)
In which K represents the dimensionless stiffness matrix, C and M are the dimensionless damping and mass matrixes. They are extracted in the following forms, respectively:


                                                                      (33a-c)
To obtain the natural frequencies, Eq. (31) could be solved by ignoring the transverse load. After calculating natural frequencies, the linear algebraic equation of motion could be solved in order to compute maximum dynamic deflections.
4. Numerical results and discussions
In this section, the vibration of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) based on the new refined beam theory proposed in this paper is investigated. First of all, the accuracy of the numerical results originated from the one variable first-order shear deformation theory (OVFSDT) had to be compared and validated against other theories. In particular, it is very important to understand the differences generated in the results obtained by different theories. Therefore, Table 1 presents natural frequencies collated from the previous well-known research [25] and these are compared with results obtained by the present new refined beam theories combining with lower-order nonlocal strain gradient theory, or strain gradient theory, or nonlocal elasticity theory. In this table, the carbon nanotube (CNT) was modeled using the shell model and constitutive equations were derived on the basis of the FSDT; these were solved by using Navier’s solution method and also employing molecular dynamics simulation (MD) for simple boundary conditions. Several cases of using different strain theories including lower-order nonlocal strain gradient theory, strain gradient theory and nonlocal strain theory are compared with the previous study’s results [25] from which the accuracy of the present theories’ outcomes could be approved. It can be seen clearly that using the strain gradient theory (μ0=0, μ1=0, l≠0) could not gain appropriate results for analyzing vibrations of mechanical systems, especially for small length ratios L/D. Increasing length of the CNT, the results of the nonlocal elasticity case (μ0≠0, μ1=0, l=0) became closer to MD-armchair CNT results; however, the results of the lower-order nonlocal strain gradient case are in a better agreement with the MD results. The difference among the results of OVFSDT when compared with the previous study’s results [25] could be due to many conditions such as using shear correction factor in the FSDT, and/or modeling the CNT as a shell in this reference. Although modeling the CNT as a cylindrical shell might be more accurate than modeling it as a beam, solving the governing equations could be very expensive in terms of computational costs and time consuming. Therefore, modeling the CNT as a beam could be acceptable as reasonable results shown in the comparison section. Overall, it deemed that Table 1 shows excellent agreements in numerical results between the present theory’s and others, indicating that the new refined theory could be used for analyzing the vibration of single-walled carbon nanotubes resting on viscoelastic foundation in thermal environment. Table 2 shows material properties of the CNT used in this study.
Table 1. Comparison of natural frequencies (THz) obtained from different theories for the CNT. 
E=1.06TPa, υ= 0.19, ks=5/6, h=0.34nm, d=0.68nm, CNT’s shell model, SS [25]
E=1.06TPa, υ= 0.19, h=0.34nm, d=0.68nm, CNT’s beam model, SS [Present theory]
e0a= 3.3 to 3.5 nm, l=0.1 to 0.4 nm [25-Present theory]L/D	[25] (MD-armchair CNT)	Lower-order nonlocal strain gradient theory	Strain gradient theory	Nonlocal elasticity theory










































Fig. 2b. The lower-order nonlocal parameter versus different half-waves (Γ1=0.01, l*=2, ∆r=0.1, x0=0.5L, c=L, KW=0.01, KG=0.01, q0=0.1N/m, N*=0.001)





Fig. 3a. Frequency ratio versus various viscous damper quantities (Γ0= 0.01, Γ1= 0.02, l*=2, m=2, q0=0.1N/m, x0=0.5L, c=L, KW=0.01, KG=0.01, CD=1, N*=0.001)


Fig. 3b. Frequency ratio versus different distributed loads (Γ0= 0.01, Γ1= 0.02, l*=2, m=2, q0=0.1N/m, KW=0.01, KG=0.01, CD=5, N*=0.001)

The influences of the in-plane force resultants obtained from the change of temperature (in thermal environment) versus several higher and lower-order nonlocal dimensionless parameters are demonstrated in Fig. 4. It can be seen that in the case Γ0= 0.01, Γ1= 0.01, which is the general nonlocal strain gradient case, the dynamic deflections reached largest values. This means that when the higher-order nonlocal strain gradient conditions (Γ0≠Γ1) is considered, the outcomes of the proposed theory are lower than the previous conditions. It can also be seen that in terms of changing the heat in the environment, increasing the temperature increased significantly the difference between the results of the higher and lower-order nonlocal cases. The difference had an increasing trend which shows the importance of the use of higher-order nonlocal strain gradient case at high temperatures.


Fig. 4. Temperature changes versus higher and lower-order nonlocal parameters (l*=2, m=2, ∆r=0.5, q0=0.1N/m, x0=0.5L, c=L, KW=0.01, KG=0.01, CD=5)













Fig. 5c. Viscous damper versus higher and lower-order nonlocal parameters (l*=2, m=2, ∆r=0.5, q0=0.1N/m, x0=0.5L, c=L, KW=0.01, KG=0.01, N*=0.001)

5. Conclusions
This article aimed to investigate the damped forced vibration of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) placing on a viscoelastic foundation embedded in the thermal environment, subjected to transverse harmonic dynamic loads. To achieve this aim, a novel first-order shear deformation beam theory combining with nonlocal strain gradient theory was formulated to derive the governing equations of motion. The influences of nanoscale were evaluated by the help of higher-order nonlocal strain gradient theory. Furthermore, the Navier’s technique was used to calculate the numerical results. According to the numerical results of the present study, some notable points could be expressed as follows:
* Decreasing the stiffness of the nanobeam which originated from increasing values of nonlocal parameter, the effects of abating resonant vibration would be increased in physical structures of the nanobeam.
* Increasing temperature would increase the difference in the results of the higher and lower-order nonlocal cases. 
* The larger values the deflections approach, the more significant the effects of the higher-order nonlocal parameter; and for the smaller values of deflections, there could be no requirement to use the higher-order nonlocal strain gradient theory. 
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